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 Indie folk instruments are available with preset mics and pre-recorded vocal lines, and with an abundance of settings, instruments and mic combinations you can create your own unique track. Indie Folk EZX also has an incredibly flexible and inspiring collection of presets for non-drums sounds – from guitar effects, to bells, synth parts and more. Acidizing lets you apply a dry to wet (ratio) control,
making it easy to get started. From a very wide variety of sources: Acoustic and Electric Guitars, Banjos, Dulcimers, Mandolins, Mellotrons, Keyboards, Organs, Marimbas, String Instruments, String Ensembles, Trombones, Violas and Violins – whatever your favourite instrument is, Indie Folk EZX has it covered, in huge variety. MIDI control is supported, and within seconds of placing a virtual

instrument, it will be ready to control via MIDI Learn or any of the real hardware and software you may already have. 3 different ways to create your own presets: Make your own presets: Take note of any microphone locations, or combinations of microphones, drums and drums sizes that you would like to use in the future. When you create a new instrument, you can choose the drum and/or vocals
and choose your own preset. Save your own presets: Each instrument has its own preset location. Each instrument also has its own parameters and settings. If you find a preset you like, you can save it and use it for the future. Save presets are available for ten days. Load a saved preset: Some presets are too good to leave them behind, and others can change over time. To load a preset, you’ll need to
locate the preset, and choose Load in the Instrument Setup. Import Presets: If you wish to import the presets that are already installed on your device, you can also do this via the Import Presets function. BENEFITS: Features: Export MIDI data: Download songs from your iTunes library and save them to the SD card with your presets. Import MIDI data from any virtual instrument. WIDGETS: The

awesome preset and instrument widgets are back! YOUR TRACK: Your exact instruments, settings and effects can be customized and saved directly to the track. Your song 82157476af
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